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idea is Ant System (AS) that explains and presents the search
strategy. Ants deposit pheromone on the path in a quantity
proportional to the quality of the solution represented by path.
They resolve choices between competing destinations
probabilistically. The probabilities are proportional to the
pheromone accumulated on previous iterations. Ant Colony
System (ACS) and Max-Min Ant System (MMAS)
algorithms have been developed according to pheromone
update strategy differences [3]-[20].
The MMAS updates the trails depending on the best
solution only. Then, it builds the new solutions based on the
intensive trails as in the case of the ant system. It generally
performs two main processes till meeting the stopping
criteria. These processes are generally constructing the new
ant solutions and updating the pheromones. Also, there is an
optional local search after each solution creation to enhance
the solution quality [3]-[5].
Genetic Algorithm (GA) is one of the oldest meta-heuristic
approaches that mimic biological operations such as
crossover, mutation, selection [6]. GA belongs to
Evolutionary Algorithms (EA) that uses the concept of
natural selection. In general, GA is used to gain high quality
solutions through evolutionary steps. These steps are
basically begun with number of random solutions and then
evolve them gradually.
In TSP, there has been significant progress in the
development of approximate and exact heuristic and
meta-heuristic methods. The exact means small problem
instances. Due to this fact, the recent researches have been
focused on applying artificial intelligence methods for large
problem instances, i.e., iterative improvement heuristics and
meta-heuristics.
The heuristics for the TSP builds tours from base by
adding an unvisited city in each phase relying on the path cost.
However, the major issue of deploying local search heuristics
is easily fall in local optima of algorithm. Most of the recent
research for TSP focus on using advanced meta-heuristics
such as Simulated Annealing [7], [8], Tabu Search [9], [10],
Genetic Algorithm [11], [12], Ant Colony Optimization
(ACO) [13], [14], Particle Swarm Optimization [15], [16],
Neural Network [17], [18], Water Flow-Like Algorithm [19].
For a long time, the GA and MMAS have been
implemented successfully on various domains and TSP [20],
[21]. In specific, these algorithms have been employed for
TSP with other methods such as hybrid and other heuristics
[22]-[26].
But in this study, it is aimed to improve the MMAS
algorithm with GA for TSP different from the literature
This paper dedicated to combinatorial problems which
TSP asks for the shortest path of minimal total cost visiting
each given city (node) exactly once by the hybrid approach

Abstract—Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP) is one of the
oldest combinatorial problems that are classified as NP-hard.
Hence, solving this type of problems requires a tremendous
number of computational complexities by an intensive search
process. Though TSP is an old problem, it is still the attractive
spot of study for many researchers due to using in its many
applications. The TSP problem is tackled by using a new hybrid
algorithm approach in this work. This hybrid approach is
applied with Genetic Algorithm (GA) that invokes Max-Min
Ant System (MMAS) algorithm to minimize the cost, called
HGAMMAS. In the experimental results of HGAMMAS
reached to BKS(Best Known Solution) values using TSPLIB.
Index Terms—TSP, genetic algorithm, max-min ant system
algorithm, hybrid algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION
The Combinatorial Optimization (CO) research
investigates combinatorial and algorithmic approaches to
many discrete optimization problems, many of which arise in
the context of data science challenges and rapidly changing
complex processes. It aims to define a mathematical
formulation of some real-world problems that can aid in
decision making by applying various optimization methods
in order to obtain the best solution among many possible
solutions to these problems [1], [2].
TSP is used widespread in engineering applications and
some industrial problems such as scheduling, cellular
manufacturing and frequency assignment problems which
can be formulated as a CO.
A complete weighted graph
can be used to
represent a TSP, where is the set of n cities and is the set
of edges (paths) fully connecting all cities. Each edge
is assigned a cost
, which is the distance
between cities and .
can be defined in the Euclidean
space and is given as Equation 1:
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using MMAS and GA.
{

}

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS
is the length of the tour obtained by the best ant.
All possible solutions for MMAS are evaluated in terms of
the shortest path (lowest cost or best cost). The best solution
of MMAS is determined as LcMMAS.

This section describes the proposed solution approach for
TSP problem. Based on the findings from the previous
studies, it is proposed a hybrid model called HGAMMAS
that constructs new solution based on two different strategies,
i.e., MMAS algorithm process and GA process as shown in
Figure 1.

START

A. MMAS Algorithm Process
In TSP, constructing new ant solutions begin with an
empty ant, then each ant will be assigned to one city. Then, at
each construction step the solution is extended by adding a
feasible solution component from the set of the neighbor
solutions. This process is done iteratively until constructing
the last ant. Thereafter, the Ant System updates the
pheromones by increasing the value of the pheromone that
associated with the good solution and decreasing those which
related to bad which is known as pheromone evaporation
[20].
After all ants visit all cities and complete their tours, they
update their pheromone trail. Initially, all traces contain equal
amounts of pheromone. After each repetition in the MMAS,
only iteration-best or best-so-far ant update the pheromone
traces. Pheromone trails are limited to the interval [
,
].
The pheromone update is performed as in Equations 2, 3, 4
and 5 [20].

Initial parameters of MMAS and GA
i=0
Ants go in randomly in cities

i=i+1

Calculate the probability of city
Select next city
MMAS process
Did the ants visit all
the cities?

NO

YES

Construction rule only best ant update

Evaluate results (LcMMAS)

{∑

}

illustrates the probability for such ant

MMAS solutions into GA chromosome
structure
Selection

located within

city to travel to city, where denotes the pheromone. The
parameters and control the relative importance of the
pheromone
versus the visibility
. The visibility
represents the heuristic information, which is given by
recognized as the inverse for
distance

Crossover
Mutations
Update genetic information
Evaluate all GA results, find the lowest cost solution
(LcGA)

between city and city .
is the set of feasible
components.
MMAS differs from the AS in two main aspects: only the
best ant is allowed to update the pheromone trails, and the
value of pheromone on the paths is bound.
The pheromone update function is implemented as
follows:
[

GA process

YES

i<1000

Determine the lowest cost solution of the
algorithms LcHGAMMAS ={LcMMAS or LcGA}

]
STOP

where is the evaporation rate,
is the quantity of
pheromone laid on path (i, j) by ant best, and
and
are respectively the upper and lower bounds imposed on the
pheromone.
The rule of Eq(3) is seen in Eq(4).
[ ]

{

Fig. 1. The proposed hybrid model for TSP problem.

B. GA Process
To introduce the MMAS results into the GA process, the
ant-round
solutions
are
transformed
into
the
gene-chromosome form to generate the population for GA as
shown in Fig. 2.

}
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MMAS Round Solutions
(tours)
2→1→5→3→4

Two experiments were performed to reveal the
performance of the developed HGAMMAS algorithm.
In the first experiment, HGAMMAS GA, ACS, AS and
MMAS were compared. In this comparison, five random map
data sets of 38, 56, 76, 101 and 150 points were used. The
experimental results of the different algorithms shown in
Table I on the same maps were examined. In this experiment,
all algorithms were run ten times for each data set to find the
average solution cost (AV).
As a first outcome, ACS, AS and MMAS algorithms from
ACO family showed that MMAS produced the solution with
the lowest cost. On the contrary, GA calculated with the
highest cost.
Table I Results of GA, ACS, AS, MMAS and HGAMMAS
Algorithms on Random Maps.

GA Population
2

1

5

3

4

Fig. 2. Demonstration of the Chromosome of the Tour Obtained by Each
Ant

Developing the created solutions begin with selecting
some solutions from the population by selection operator.
Then production operators apply to produce new solutions
(offspring) by crossover, mutation. The offspring will take
the place of the worst solutions in the population in case of
these new solutions are better from the worst.
Practically, the basic GA has numeric parameters,
population size, number of generation, crossover rate and
mutation rate. These parameters need to be initialized to
specific values to control the search process that aims to find
the best solution, expected the global best one [11], [12].
These parameters are explained as follows:
Population size parameter represents number of suggested
solution that will evolve iteratively via the genetic operators.
The typical value of this parameter varies from 10 to 100. In
this study it assign fifty individuals as a population size, since
it tackles small and medium size of problem instances.
Number of generation’s parameter implies the number of
performing genetic operators on the population individuals.
The value of this parameter has been determined
experimentally. Due to the low convergence in proposed
method as used two different types of individual productions,
it founds one thousands of generations are enough to
converge to the best solution.
Crossover rate parameter is the probability of performing
crossover operator. Assigning high values for this parameter
will lead to premature convergence. Hence, it assigned fifty
percent to perform the crossover operation, otherwise the
method flow will choose MMAS algorithm to produce the
offspring.
Mutation rate parameter determines the probability of
modifying the solution locally. In this study, it is assigned
one percent due to the variety of the operators that produce
the new solutions.
These steps will be repeated until meeting the stopping
criterion. And, finally the lowest cost solution of the hybrid
algorithms as LcHGAMMAS is the smallest of LcMMAS or
LcGA.

GA
ACS
AS
MMAS
AV Cost 4398.75 4360.24 4234.71 4140.41
Map-1 Start Cost 10460
5739
5739
5739
Best Cost 4375
4280
4188
4123

HGAMMAS
4117.62
5739
4110

AV Cost 6270.45 5819.16 5738.70 5486.60 5455.58
Map-2 Start Cost 10583
7101
7101
7101
7101
Best Cost 6122
5794
5659
5448
5398
AV Cost 7384.96 6856.84 6526.58 6155.89 5913.44
Map-3 Start Cost 14110
7557
7557
7557
7557
Best Cost 7161
6752
6406
6105
5864
AV Cost 11440.38 7630.28 7193.81 6932.73 6565.25
Map-4 Start Cost 18300
7934
7934
7934
7934
Best Cost 9852
7484
7131
6873
6415
AV Cost 11953.68 10407.69 10018.98 9174.56 9008.92
Map-5 Start Cost 28776
10615
10615
10615
10615
Best Cost 11583
10272
9957
9089
8855
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Fig. 4. Cost performance of GA, ACS, AS, MMAS and hgammas
algorithms on random maps.

Importantly, at the conclusion of hybridization, both GA
and MMAS produced lower cost results. In Figure 4, the cost
performance of GA, ACS, AS, MMAS and HGAMMAS
algorithms is more clearly seen.
In the second experiment, it is tackled small instances of
this problem which are given in TSPLib map [27]. eil51,
berlin52, eil76, rad100 and kroa200 data sets have 51, 52, 76,
100 and 200 special universal location points. HGAMMAS
has been also compared with GA, MMAS and the other 5
algorithm studies in the literature [17, 19, 28, 29, 30].
The experimental results are shown in Table 2. BKS refers
to best known solution cost in literature, and it is regarded as
the benchmark. AV is the average cost, and SD is the
standard deviation.
Somhom at al. proposed a new algorithm, based on a
self-organising neural network approach, to solve TSP [28].

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The proposed method has been implemented on TSP.
Interface in Fig. 3 developed in java.

Fig. 3. An Interface of Java Application for TSP
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Pasti at al. and Masutti at al. proposed a new meta-heuristics
approach for solving TSP based on a neural network using
ideas from the immune system [29], [17]. Chen at al.
proposed a new method, called the genetic simulated
annealing ant colony system with particle swarm
optimization techniques, for solving same problem [30].
Ayman at al. presented a Water Flow-Like algorithm for
solving TSP [19]. These studies were taken as reference
because they examined the same problem with the same data
sets and different approaches.

other 5 algorithms using TSPLib data sets (eil51, berlin52,
eil76, rad100 and kroa200).
The new algorithm was found to offer a 3.2% lower cost
than the MMAS and a 42.7% lower cost than the GA. These
results show that the MMAS algorithm is improved with GA
for TSP.
Also, HGAMMAS performance has been shown to
achieve the "the Best Known Solution" in literature result on
eil51, berlin52, eil76 and rad100 data set.
At the end of the research, it has been shown that the
hybridization of high performance algorithms on TSP may
give better results. However, the operators of the algorithms
to be hybridized must conform to or adapt to each other's
mathematical models. The search for adaptive operators of
different algorithms that can improve each other is an
important research topic.

TABLE II: RESULTS OF HGAMMAS, GA, MMAS AND LITERATURE
ALGORITHMS ON TSPLIB MAPS
TSPLIB Library Data Sets
BKS(Best Known Solution)

eil51
426

berlin52
7542

eil76
538

rd100
7910

kroA200
29368

Somhom et
al.Algorithm
(1997)

AV Cost
SD
Best Cost

440.60
3.44
433

8025
249
7715

562.30
5.23
552

8239
104
8028

30416
133
30144

Pasti et al.
Algorithm
(2006)

AV Cost
SD
Best Cost

438.70
3.52
429

8074
270
7716

556.10
8.03
542

8253.90
149
7947

30258
343
29594

Masutti et
al.Algorithm
(2009)

AV Cost
SD
Best Cost

437.47
4.20
427

7932.50
277.30
7542

556.33
5.30
541

8199.77
80.77
7982

30190
273.40
29600

Chen S., et
al.Algorithm
(2011)

AV Cost
SD
Best Cost

427.27
0.45
427

7542
0
7542

540.20
2.94
538

7987.60
62.06
7910

29738.73
356.07
29383

[2]

Ayman S., et
al.Algorithm
(2014)

AV Cost
SD
Best Cost

426.40
0.52
426

7542
0
7542

538
0
538

7942.60
15.33
7911

29438.20
114.84
29368

[3]

Genetic
Algorithm

AV Cost
SD
Best Cost

474
13.15
454

8624.20
363.12
7865

638.2
20.55
588

10824.50
523.27
10181

57124.50
3954.16
51389

Max-Min
Ant System
Algorithm

AV Cost
SD
Best Cost

431.80
3.73
428

7664.20
154.11
7542

555.90
5.46
549

8402.90
183.61
8182

30972.80
528.78
30318

HGAMMAS
Algorithm

AV Cost
SD
Best Cost

428.80
2.60
426

7542
0
7542

545.30
4.88
538

8043.40
107.38
7910

29984
353.30
29427
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